
Ender's gameEnder's game

by Orson Scott Card
An expert at simulated war games, Andrew "Ender" Wiggin believes that
he is engaged in one more computer war game when, in truth, he is
commanding the last Earth fleet against an alien race seeking Earth's
complete destruction.

ScytheScythe

by Neal Shusterman
""In a world where disease has been eliminated, the only way to die is
to be randomly killed ('gleaned') by professional reapers ('scythes').
Two teens must compete with each other to become a scythe--a
position neither of them wants. The one who becomes a scythe must
kill the one who doesn't" Series

SatelliSatellitete

by Nick Lake
Sixteen-year-olds Leo and the twins Orion and Libra were born and
raised on Moon 2 by teams of astronauts and must now endure the
dangerous trip to--and life on--Earth

Carve the markCarve the mark

by Veronica Roth
Living on a violent planet where everyone develops a unique power
meant to shape the future, Akos and Cyra, youths from enemy nations,
resent gifts that render them vulnerable to others' control before they
become unlikely survival partners
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IllIlluminaeuminae

by Amie Kaufman
Caught in the crossfire of a megacorporation rivalry in 2575, Kady and
Ezra, who have just broken up, flee their home planet on an
evacuation ship that is quickly overwhelmed by a fast-spreading
plague

RandomsRandoms

by David Liss
"A twelve-year-old boy is chosen to join a four-person applicant team
to work towards membership in the Confederation of United Planets,
and stumbles across conspiracies resembling science fiction he's been
a fan of his entire life"

What goes upWhat goes up

by Katie Kennedy
Teenagers Rosa and Eddie, trainees in a top-secret space exploration
and research program, must thwart the aliens' Earth-destroying
mission by stealing their spacecraft and traveling extra-dimensionally
to an alternate Earth

TinTin

by Pádraig Kenny
In an alternate 1930s England where robots want more than anything
to feel human, Christopher discovers that he harbors a secret in his
past and his robot friends try to help him uncover the truth

Dragon PearDragon Pearll

by Yoon Ha Lee
Min, a thirteen-year-old girl with fox-magic, stows away on a battle
cruiser and impersonates a cadet in order to solve the mystery of
what happened to her older brother in the Thousand World Space
Forces

Earth to DadEarth to Dad

by Krista Van Dolzer
After Astra Primm arrives at Minnesota's Base Ripley, eleven-year-old
Jameson O'Malley begins to discover that people are hiding plenty
from him about his father and the Mars colony where he lives, and
about the strain between Jameson's parents

WarcrossWarcross

by Marie Lu
After hacking into the Warcross Championships' opening game to
track illegal betting, bounty hunter Emika Chen is asked by the game's
creator to go undercover to investigate a security problem, and she
uncovers a sinister plot

NeverworNeverworld wakeld wake

by Marisha Pessl
A year after her boyfriend's death, Beatrice returns to Darrow-Harker
School where she and her circle of friends are confronted by a
stranger who forces them to unanimously choose who should live, or
be stuck in time forever
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